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Study anytime, anywhere! Emanuel Law in a Flash comprehensive flash cards are ideal for

reviewing legal topics point by point. Each card has a concise question on one side and an accurate

answer on the reverse side. These cards are the only product of their kind.   With this set of Law in a

Flash, you have the foundation for excellent exam preparation for the multistate bar exam (MBE).

After going through the set, card by card and issue by issue, you will be able to face the exam with

the confidence of knowing and understanding every rule.   Emanuel Law in a Flash Cards' features: 

Test your knowledge of black letter lawApply the law to hypothetical examplesUse individually or in

group sessionsUse them anywhere, anytime Great for exam prep
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I bought these for the July 2016 bar and have only gone through one subject (Con Law) and found a

couple errors. This freaks me out as I am using it for this July's bar study and spent over $70 on

them. For example, for the Con Law flashcards, under the "contracts" clause, the flashcard stated

that the clause applies to federal governments. I had to rewatch the Chemerinsky lecture and then

referenced my Barbri notes which stated: "K clause never applies to federal government." See

also:[...]THEN, I pull the card (Card #364) that asks "What does the 15th Amendment provide?" The

Answer on the back side: "No, mere acquiesce by the state to the action of a private actor is not

enough to convert the private actor's conduct to state action." WHAT?!?! That does not make

sense.Some of the flashcards are helpful, i.e., drilling the standards of review. Other cards are so



cursorily applied or written that I am not confident using this for the MBE. I am VERY disappointed

because the size of the card and the amount of information on each card was nice. I am glad I had

just studied Con Law so I was able to pluck out errors, but the whole point of flashcards is that they

do the thinking for you. DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY AND MAKE YOUR OWN FLASHCARDS

OR LOOK TO ANOTHER SET.

I bought this because I wanted a change of pace from Barbri. Also, I wanted to review several

subjects, most notably real property before the July bar exam. Frankly, this product is terrible! I got

halfway through the real property section, and stopped for fear that It would do more damage than

good. Multiple cars contained inaccurate statements of the law, and there are typos on the

cards.These cards will confuse you about what you already do know, and will teach you the wrong

law. If you have a bar review course, stick to that. If not, get one, or don't rely on these cards.

These cards were helpful for the bar review. Unfortunately, as the other reviews noted, these cards

have several misprints. The law is correct but every 64th card has the wrong front printed on the

wrong back. NOT what you want when you are trying to pass the bar. It took several hours to figure

all these situations out.Good thing was now I really know the correct law because I spent the extra 5

hours double checking then all.However, I looked for alternatives and these are the best there is.

So, if you buy them, go and pull the 64th cards. There will be TWO of each (which means you are

missing every 60th card).

They're helpful for studying, but be careful. There are numerous misprints in these cards. I have

found several cards so far with the wrong question or answer on one side (meaning the numbers

are mismatched for one side). Be careful because you can get confused and get a wrong answer.

I bought these flash cards to use along with my bar review program. The flash cards are super

detailed, which is both good and bad. I found myself picking out the flash cards that were most

important. It would have been nice if they were somehow given a code on how important the topics

were.The two stars is mostly because I had numerous flashcards in my set where the front did not

match the back. This was disappointing to me, and basically those cards were useless. I wish I had

noticed this earlier so I could have contacted the manufacturer.

Just like some of the other reviewers, my flash cards were printed incorrectly and contained



incorrect law. For instance, one of the first questions I read asked what rights the First Amendment

grants. The "correct" answers were "speech, press, assembly, petition, association." Apparently, the

First Amendment doesn't protect religion! WHO KNEW?!Additionally, some of the answers were

tautological, so they weren't helpful at all. One of the questions asked for the definition of the

"badges and incidents of slavery." The answer just said that "congress can define the badges and

incidents of slavery." ...ok? But has congress discussed this, or...? "Badges and incidents" isn't

exactly a commonly used phrase.According to this set, ex post facto laws are exclusively punitive

laws that ONLY apply retroactively, AND are prohibited from EVER applying retroactively.There

were so many more. I could continue.Quite honestly, I'm really upset that I used these because I

"learned" some "new law" while going through them, but now I really question whether it was

correct. There's only so much I can cram in my head before this test, and I don't want to fill it with

wrong answers. These seem sloppily thrown together, and maybe even written by someone who

had access to google, but no knowledge of the law.The Critical Pass flashcards are supposed to be

great, and I bought these trying to save some money, but they're absolutely not worth it. You would

probably be better off without flashcards entirely than buying these.

These were not that helpful because there were simply too many cards that focused too in depth on

the rules for the time I had to study for the bar. While these might be good if you are really unfamiliar

with a topic, I would recommend the critical pass MBE set before these. Overall I didn't end up using

them much.

Very thorough! Didn't have a chance to go through all 1600 cards before the bar but if you start

early and stay dedicated to reviewing them these are very beneficial. Found many typos in the deck

though ):
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